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ABSTRACT 

The entire world is obsessed with growth. Countries all over the world are engaging in a tremendous 

competition amongst each other in order to achieve higher growth. The countries with unprecedented growth 

rates are generally termed as developed first world countries while the remaining are tagged as underdeveloped 

third world nations. Such a first world and third world grouping of countries thereby sets the logic of 

development  whereby the third world countries need to catch up the first world nations in the ladder of linear 

history. Such development discourse is hegemonic in nature and never backs off from destroying forests or 

tearing down mountains to prioritise growth above every moral and ethical value. This paper tries to rethink an 

alternative pathway of development against the hegemonic discourse of capitalist development. In doing so, a 

Marxian standpoint is delineated to unearth multifarious non-capitalist economic activities that can serve as the 

driver of an alternative development model.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 “No force on earth can drive us from Niyamgiri. Where will we go? Where will we grow pineapples, banana, 

oranges, turmeric, cereals and pulses? We would rather die than think of leading a life outside the hills”, these 

were the words of Kunuji Kutruga, a 60 years old man living in the Khambesi village at the foothills of the 

charming Niyamgiri hills in Odisha that he uttered to The Hindu on March 16, 2019.  The tribal people living as 

communities in the foothills in this region of Odisha, popularly known as Dongria Kondhs, lived here 

peacefully for ages till 2004 when Vedanta Aluminum, a mining company based in India, with annual revenue 

of approximately US$11,550.1 million, rushed to this region for bauxite extraction. Odisha, is known for its rich 

bauxite reserve and Niyamgiri hills alone homes approximately 88 million tonnes of bauxite. It was perceived 

that the arrival of the company would bring prosperity to the region, as it would lead to increased employment 

level, higher income and accelerated growth in the backward region of Niyamgiri. Vedanta Aluminium in a 

hurry to acquire as much bauxite as possible violated rigorous environmental laws in this region and never 

sought Dongria‟s consent regarding the same. When in 2013, the Supreme Court mandated the mining clearance 

based on the consent of the gram sabhas, all the 12 villages in the region straight away voted against the project. 

It seemed to many, that the community‟s opposition to the mining project would be a „roadblock to 

development‟ and that the community would forever remain in the vicious trap of poverty and impoverishment. 
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But what is often condoned is the threat that these indigenous communities all around the world feel with this 

particular model of development that is unsympathetic towards their community life. Their rejection of this 

model of development, that displaces their community life and puts their habitat at stake, is a clear gesture that 

they value the ecological integrity of the region they belong to and are more comfortable with the nature-based 

livelihood practices over the economic benefits that the hegemonic model of development brings in, in terms of 

increased employment, income and growth.  

This paper tries to look at development from a different perspective and offer an alternative form to 

capitalist development. In order to do so, the rendition of the economy that we use in the mainstream discourse 

that is obsessed with capitalism has to be given a makeover, such that we can visualise the other non-capitalist 

options that might be available to us that would help us reach the doorstep of the alternative. The paper is 

divided into six sections. The first section introduces the readers a snapshot of what is happening around the 

world in the name of capitalist development. The second section discusses the hegemonic development 

discourse that celebrates capitalism as the only potent driver of growth. The third section elaborates on hoe the 

hegemonic development discourse places capital at its centre of analysis and in doing so how it obscures the 

other non-capitalist possibilities. The forth section expounds on the different non-capitalist economic activities 

that populates the economy. Building upon the diversity of the economy, an alternative development plan is then 

unfolded in the fifth section, followed by the conclusion in the sixth section. 

II. THE HEGEMONIC DEVELOPMENT DISCOURSE 

The term development started to be used in the mainstream discourse since 1940, but its origin can be traced 

back to the civilizing mission in the west (Escobar, 1995). The hegemonic development discourse maintains that 

growth through the process of industrialization symbolizes the initiation of modernity and therefore every „third-

world‟ underdeveloped economy should necessarily transit from their third-world-ish backward structure to 

modern developed economies by shedding off their traditional ways of living (communal way of living in 

forests, for example). In our country too, since 1947, right after independence, a surge of development activities 

in the form of infrastructure development projects such as road construction, urbanization, mining, construction 

of dams etc. took place at an unprecedented pace that was believed to improve India‟s economic status in the 

global platform. The imperative of the Indian state since independence focused on the expansion of national 

capital through the establishment of a socialistic form of society under the Nehruvian ideology. Since the 

inception of the LPG program in 1990s with the neo-liberal ideology sweeping the development discourse in all 

the underdeveloped countries, the national capital gave way to private capital that has a homogenizing tendency 

of bringing everything into the grip of the market and thereby continuously working towards transforming 

everything that is non-capital into capital with the expectation to bring the entire globe under its domain.  

Such logic of development, aimed at fulfilling the eternal hunger of global capitalism, does two things 

to the economy of the underdeveloped/less-developed countries –  
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Firstly, such logic of regional development that places increased growth, employment and income, at 

the centre of analysis and judgement reduces the unique history of every region and nation in a „temporality-

verticality‟ where the existing temporalities of all the contemporary economies are reduced to „a step ladder 

verticality‟ of space (Chakrabarti and Dhar, 2009), whereby all the underdeveloped regions or economies are put 

at the bottom of a ladder and the category „progress‟ is forced upon them through the modernist industrialization 

project that promises them to bring up the ladder where they would catch-up with the developed economies, 

who are already sitting at the top of the ladder symbolizing an epitome of modernity and progress.  Such 

conception of development ratifies an economic ontology that places the necessity to grow more, to produce 

more, to develop more and to earn more over and above people‟s aspirations for a healthy life within their 

communities and an aspiration of leading an ethical life by fabricating a responsible relationship with the nature 

of which we are an integral part. The hegemonic regional development model is thus premised on the belief that 

it is only capitalist development that can bring success to traditional economies and hence clearing forests or 

destroying mountains to produce jobs for local people and profit for companies are necessary (Jensen and 

Draffan 2003). 

Secondly, the hegemonic development discourse produces an essentialist understanding of progress 

premised on capitalist development. The economy in such an approach is reduced to capitalism and economic 

growth is equated with growth of capitalism. The economies of the third-world countries, being on the lower 

steps of the ladder, are categorized as non-capital/pre-capital and therefore considered to be backward and to be 

the lacking other of the capital (Chakrabati et. al., 2016). The economy is thus rendered a dualistic structure 

whereby the world of difference is conceptualised in terms of binaries and negation.  One hand of the binary is 

depicted as „capital‟ and the other hand as „not-capital‟. While „capital‟ is considered to be the superior order of 

things, more powerful, constructive, conventional and appreciative, the „not-capital‟ is simply relegated to be a 

weak, negative, uncanny and a derogatory structure with respect to its counterpart – the „capital‟. The logic of 

the structure of the two is in fact the logic of one, because what is „not-capital‟ is defined only in relation to 

„capital‟. Whatever heterogeneity lingers in the space of „not-capital‟ is simply overlooked, denied, discredited 

and dismissed and clubbed into one homogeneous category – the non-capital. In our rendition of understanding 

the hegemonic capitalist development, the capital is thus the privileged entity and prioritised over the non-

capital. The prioritising of the capital makes it the essence of economic development and the space of the third 

world is considered devalued that needs to be transformed, transmuted and transgressed for the sake of 

development. The third world is thus a category used to designate the backward-ishness of the people (tribal 

people, dalits, adivasis etc.), their livelihood practices (practicing agriculture for self-sustenance for instance), 

and institutions (sharing within communities for example) in the development discourse impregnated with 

modernity. In categorizing the third world space as non-capital, the heterogeneity that prevails in these third 

world societies are completely ignored, their varied ways of life that are traditional, subsistence and local in 

nature are asked to be given up for a modern lifestyle drenched within the logic and language of capital and 

capitalist development.  
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III. THE CENTRISM OF CAPITAL IN THE HEGEMONIC DISCOURSE 

The dominant discourse defines capitalism as a system organized on market principles, where individual agents 

are allowed to react freely to the market opportunities they face. In this discourse, markets are treated to be 

ubiquitous and the most efficient way of allocating scarce economic resources that would generate maximum 

benefit to all. Another expounding feature of capitalism is that the system rests on private property rights over 

economic recourses. Such private rights, over private resources allow capitalists to use these resources to carry 

out further inventions and innovations that allow them grab more profit.  The contemporary form of global 

capitalism that prevails today all around the globe is built around these twin notions of market principle and 

right to private property. But private property and market are not particular to capitalist structure alone. Even 

non-capitalist modes of production can operate through market. History holds evidence where non-capitalist 

modes of production – like slavery or feudalism – were also accommodated through market in many developed 

and underdeveloped countries alike. Similarly, presence of private property, combined with market structure, 

does not make a social system predominantly capitalist. If for example, we consider an economy of self-

employed people who owns all the means of production, and produces commodities to be sold in market, are in 

no way capitalists producers. Thus market principle and private property alone does not necessarily makes a 

system capitalist. Only a specific form of private property ownership, guided by market principles makes a 

production system capitalist in nature. In capitalist production system, there is a sharp distinction between 

capitalists and workers. The capitalists own all the means of production and the workers do not have anything 

apart from the labor power, which they sell to the capitalists as commodities for wage. The capitalists, controls 

the labor process along with the means of production and extracts the surplus the workers produce in the form of 

profit that is used later for the purpose of capitalist accumulation. Thus while the capitalist production system 

depends on the existence of private property rights and market principle, the converse is not true (Sanyal, 2007). 

Non-capitalist production processes can very well exist in a terrain marked by the presence of market principles 

and private property rights. Thus the question that is posed here is that, if capitalism is not to be equated with 

private property rights and market principle, then what is the need of according heights to privatization and 

globalization that celebrates the market principle and the authority of private property ownership? And thereby 

why to consider capitalist development as the only possible pathway to reach the zenith of prosperity and well-

being? Why not then espouse the non-capitalist ways of production to deliver the facet of development? 

The hegemonic development discourse sees capitalism as the dominant form in the economy. Other 

existing forms of production that already exists in the economy are pushed to the backseat. Capitalist sector is 

always regarded as the engine driving the economic growth and hence other non-capitalist structures, does not 

matter how heterogeneous forms they take, are all clubbed into one homogeneous whole non-capital and is 

placed at a subordinate or subservient position with respect to capital. Development in that form thus 

rationalises the transformation of the non-capitalist forms of production (defining characteristic of third world-

ishness in the hegemonic development discourse) to capitalist forms. Gibson-Graham in The End of Capitalism: 
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As we knew it (1996) calls such a representation of the economy as capitalocentric. The hegemonic development 

discourse is marked by capitalocentrism that obscures every alternative pathway to regional development and 

puts capitalism qua capitalist development as the only saviour from impoverishment.  

IV.THE DIVERSITY OF ECONOMIC PRACTICES 

This paper is about a search for an alternative pathway of development. A different regional development is 

possible. For this we need to challenge the hegemonic description of the economy that reduces the economy to 

capitalism. We require, opening up a terrain of possibility where different economic possibilities can be 

recognized and they does not remain obscured anymore by the delusional presence of all-encompassing 

capitalism. We thereby, after (re)drawing a different economic ontology, can think of a different development 

strategy, as an alternative to capitalist development that would be more just, equitable and ecologically 

righteous. 

The critical reflection on the alternative framework to development, here, flows from a Marxist 

perspective. From the adopted Marxist perspective, this paper tries to posit a radically different standpoint on 

the aspect of the economy and the aspect of regional development.  

The Marxian concept of class is used here to first break the hegemonic understanding of the economy 

and then to construct an alternative development pathway that would help open up a space for a radical anti-

capitalist politics. In Marxian analysis class appears as a central focus of all social change. In recent times, three 

definitions of class have enjoyed popularity. Sometimes class is used to depict a group of persons in society 

according to the property they own or not while the other definition of class is based on the fact that whether 

these groups of people wield power or authority in the society (Resnick and Wolff, 2006). Defined in this 

manner, class is conceived in the form of „noun‟ and predicated on property or power. It merely represents 

groups of people according to specific characteristics such as control over power or property. The third 

definition of class is based on „surplus labor‟. Class in this particular definition is a process of production, 

appropriation, distribution and receipt of surplus labor that takes place in a society along with all other class 

and non-class processes occurring simultaneously. Instead of just a group of persons based on certain criteria, 

this approach helps in translating class in „noun‟ form to class as an „adjective‟. This definition of class is 

pioneered by Resnick and Wolff following their reading of Marx‟s „Capital and „The Theories of Surplus 

Value‟. By this definition, classes are then defined as groups of people who share a common position of either 

producing surplus labor or appropriating surplus labor from its performers and receiving it or obtaining a 

distributed part of surplus labor produced and appropriated (Resnick and Wolff, 2006). Classes are thus 

fundamentally personification or embodiment of class process.  

For the purpose at hand the third definition of class – class is a process of production, appropriation, 

distribution and receipt of surplus labor is taken up. By class we mean to depict a particular economic process 
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of production of surplus labor that occurs along with many other social processes to constitute the social. The 

reality is thus an overdetermined space of class and non-class processes (other economic, political and cultural 

processes for instance), intertwined and weaved together. In society, some people produce goods and services, 

part of which is directly consumed by themselves as a fruit of their necessary labor (Resnick and Wolff, 2006). 

In producing goods and services in a labor process, they however perform labor beyond this necessary amount 

which is defined as surplus labor. This process of producing surplus labor is one element of class. Depending 

upon whether surplus labor is embedded in use value (where the produce is directly consumed) or of exchange 

value (where the produce is sold in money form), it can manifest itself as surplus produce or surplus value. In a 

capitalist system there is a sharp schism between the capitalist class and the working class owing to the fact that 

the working class produces the surplus labor which is grabbed by the capitalists. The key to the alternative 

pathway of development, in our present rendition, depends on this amount of surplus the society produces. If a 

way to stop the surplus reaching the hands of the capitalists can be found out, we can trace alternative regional 

development strategies by deploying ways in which these surpluses can be used to build up the underdeveloped 

regions.  

For this we first try to trace out the different class processes taking place in the economy that can be 

generative of surplus production. Taking off from Chaudhury and Chkrabarti (2000) the following possible 

combinations of production and appropriation of surplus labor can be broadly identified – 

1) Exploitative – if the direct producers of the surplus labor are excluded from the process of appropriation 

2) Non-exploitative – if the direct producers of the surplus labor are not excluded from the process of 

appropriation instead 

(i) Type-1 – the adult individuals of the society collectively appropriate the surplus labor, but 

only some individuals perform surplus labor 

(ii) Type-2 – only those individuals who perform surplus labor collectively appropriate it. 

3)  Self-appropriating – if the appropriation of surplus labor is done individually by those who perform it. 

Now, the different forms of performance and appropriation of surplus labor is represented in the following 

manner- 

The direct labor (A) is one who individually produces goods and services. Non-labor is one who is not 

directly involved in production of goods and services and collective labor (C) represents the mass of 

laborers who together produce goods and services. In the table below different combinations of 

performers and appropriators of surplus labor are shown. In the each combination, the first alphabet 

represents who performs the surplus labor while the second alphabet represents who appropriates it. 
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Table 1: Class Process and Modes of Appropriation 

 

1) AA and CC represents independent class process and communistic class process respectively. These 

class processes are non-exploitative in nature because under AA individual producer appropriates his 

own surplus labor while under CC production and appropriation of surplus labor occurs collectively. 

2) AC and CA represents two forms of community class processes. AC is non-exploitative in the sense 

that surplus labor though produced by individual is appropriated collectively which includes the 

producer himself. CA on the contrary represents an exploitative class process in the sense that some 

direct producers are excluded from the process of appropriation. 

3) AB and CB represents different kinds of class process which are exploitative in the sense that in either case 

a non-labor appropriates the surplus produced individually (as under AB) or collectively (as under CB). 

 

The third variant that includes AB or CB forms of class processes can be again of three types – capitalist 

(where the appropriators are the labors state or private capitalists), feudal (where the producers are the serfs 

and the appropriators are the non-performing lords) or slave (where the producers are the bondage slaves 

and the appropriators are the non-performing lords) class processes. 

               These disparate class enterprises – capitalist, feudal, slave, communist, communitic and so on – 

co-exists in the social terrain spanning various sites in the economy that includes agriculture, industry, 

household, state etc. Thus the economic space is an ensemble of not only capitalist class processes 

undertaken by capitalist enterprises but also of self employment class process, feudal class process, slave 

class process, communitic class process and communistic class process. Capitalist class process is only a 

part of the entire economic space; it is not the whole but just a part of the whole existing with other parts to 

constitute the whole. All the class processes are thus in overdetermined imbrications with all other class 

processes in the society, and thus the wage labor, the marketised commodities, private property rights, that 

are considered to be the defining characteristics of the capitalist production process are not the only way of 

laboring, exchanging commodities and way of locating power. There are numerous other ways of laboring 

like self employment, self-provisioning, volunteering activities for shared community etc. there are also 
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numerous other ways of exchanging commodities like bartering, selling in non-market (between friends 

and relatives), gifts, donations etc. and there are alternative ways to own property like joint communes, 

producer co-operatives, consumer co-operatives, neighborhood communities etc. The diverse economy ice-

berg representation used by Gibson-Graham (2006) helps unearth the various other activities that remain 

submerged under the ubiquitous presence of the capitalist economy. The tip of the iceberg, that is visible to 

the eyes, consists of the ubiquitous capitalist sector. The bottom of the iceberg, that consists of the 

variegated non-capitalist economic activities, though remain unseen but occupies an undeniably huge 

portion of the economic terrain in reality. 

 

Figure 1: The Economic Iceberg  (Drawn by Ken Byrne) 

The economy is thus not a uniform plane of binary existence. It cannot be broken down to two 

homogeneous wholes – the capitalist and the non-capitalist. Neither the capitalist plane is homogenous (as 

we have shown above that depending on the way of production and appropriation is surplus it can either be 

state capitalist or private capitalist) nor the terrain of non-capitalist is homogeneous (again depending on 

the way surplus is produced and appropriated it can be self appropriative, feudal, slave etc.). Thus when the 

economy cannot be homogenized as either capital or non-capital, the logic of transition from non-

capitalism to capitalism does not sustain. The development logic premised on such logic of transition from 

non-capitalism to capitalism is an impossibility when our everyday life is so full of con-capitalist activities. 
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What we can instead do is to use these non-capitalist ways of generating surpluses in building up our 

regions, strengthening it and in doing so lay down an alternative ethical pathway of development. 

V. ALTERNATIVE PATHWAY OF DEVELOPMENT 

Having opening up the space of economic diversity we next develop a discourse of the community 

economy that would offer us a potential alternative to encounter the hegemonic discourse of capitalist 

development. There is already a rich body of literature on a range of practices pertaining to community 

development that focuses on building self-reliant communities that would help reduce their dependency on 

global forces to develop (Douthwaite 1996, J. Pearce 1993, Power 1996, Shuman 2000, Wildman 1993). 

These studies aimed at promoting community development, against capitalist development, by focusing on 

import replacement activities, harnessing local finance, setting up recycling activities within localities, 

building harmony with nature etc. these activities are done through various locally owned business 

enterprises, nonprofit organizations, cooperatives, community-development corporations and the like. The 

common agenda of such local development programs is to make provision for an ethical living while 

maintaining the ecological integrity (Gibson-Graham, 2006). 

     Taking off from Gibson-Graham (2006) this paper tries to pose an alternative regional development 

possibility by the use of the surplus generated from various non-capitalist activities that is mentioned in 

above. In the diverse economy framework, surplus labor is practically produced in all types of enterprises – 

capitalists as well as non-capitalists. The surplus produced in the capitalist enterprises are appropriated by 

the capitalists from the laborers, but the surpluses generated in non-capitalist enterprises may be clubbed 

together and uses for the purpose of local regional development. Marx envisioned that when the 

appropriated surplus is distributed in various non-market forms – like gifts, donations, allocation etc., 

community is produced. Taking off from that what Marx envisioned and from the diverse economy 

framework that Gibson-Graham proposed, we therefore come to the doorstep of the alternative 

development pathway that we started our journey with in this paper. The surplus that is generated beyond 

once sustenance requirement can be thus directed towards building community economy. 

             Gibson-Graham (2006) puts up the inspirational case of Mondragon in the Basque region of Spain 

as a blueprint of how community economy can generate local employment and raise the standard of living 

of the people in the region without resorting to the process of capitalist development as the only possible 

way of generating wealth. Mondragon is basically a cluster of worker-owned industrial cooperatives where 

the workers themselves appropriate the surplus they produce. They market their products in the local, 

national and international markets and the surplus appropriated from such sale is distributed to individual 

workers who then deposit it to the central Mondragon bank until they retire. The cooperatives marshal their 

surplus into investment funds that are used to generate more employment and set up more cooperatives. 

The Mondragon community has also set up its own service cooperatives that provide social security 

benefits, education, health care services, and housing facilities to the whole community. Mondragon is the 
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classic exemplification of the fact that surplus can be generated and wealth can be equitably and 

democratically shared amongst the surplus producers themselves. The process of uneven development that 

results from the capitalists unending desires to sit on the surplus generated by the productive labors in the 

economy thus can be stopped if community economy ways of garnering surplus is adopted. Though it is not 

possible to transport the Mondragon model everywhere, because the existing place-specific conditions will 

affect the working of the model, yet it is extends an important insight into how surplus can be collectively 

generated, appropriated and distributed. Such insights can help in reducing the uneven development that 

results from capitalist development and hence is a potential alternative that have the full-fledged capacity to 

replace the mainstream development discourse.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The way we look at the economy has profound implication on how the economy actually looks like. If the 

economy is looked upon as a machine, generating more employment, more income and more growth, the 

machine will keep grinding on us to produce what we desire it to. On the other hand, if we look at the 

economy as a space of living, instead a battlefield, we would be able to find out activities that will gear us 

towards achieving it. The hegemonic discourse of capitalist development that is build upon the capitalist 

ways of production is nothing but a sheath that hides exploitation behind higher level of growth. An 

alternative way of life and hence development can come up if we practice the non-capitalist ways of 

producing surpluses (by strengthening AA, AC and CC class processes in our rendition) and thereafter 

using these surpluses to develop our communities and our regions.  
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